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1,400 Students Turn Out
For First Day of Voting
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unit of 10 equals 10 beer kegs or 400 pints of
blood. Student Council approved a resolution
yesterday supporting the current blood drive
which er ds today.

Cycles Must SJS Blood Donors
Ise Parking Give to Red Cross
Place or Pay
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Sartre is attempting to chai...
huntan nature, said f)r.
Rosenberg. as.sociate professor ril
English. during the Book Talk s esterday at 12:30 in Room A of the
Cafeteria.
"Jean Paul Sartre wants peripte
stonn out of the theater iii1(1
feel differently. maybe to feel that
they won’t want to torture tacit
other any more.- he said.
Rosenberg conducted the resiew
and discussion of Sartre’s five art
play ’’’rhe Condemned of Alton.’"
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Aeronautical
Committee
Visits SJS

Lo..0111//: ilooil./ WI, id Ito1. nation’s
aeronautic,’ community will converge rm SJS tor’ y and tomorn’s\ .
Najevb llidaby. administrator,
Aviation Agency, will
Federal
speak before 200 educators. government officials and aeronautic
eseeritises tumor:my: al the new 151
S.IS aeronautical laboratory disheation luncheon.
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Unmanned Capsule
Blasts Into Sky
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’Era of Genius
Was 1600’s"

Mas 5 meeting will he the
"The lith centurs. vas a ro
first of a series devoted to the lliry of genius. blessed %soh num".
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’Sartre Attempts
To Change Man,
Says Rosenburg
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BLOOD DRIVEPat Montgomery, Jeff Haney,
Steve Larson and Don McInnis, left to right,
stand next to a poster they hope will represent
the blood donor turn-out today. McInnis says the
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Vote Today
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SPARTA SINGSMen of Delta

Sigma Phi

rehearse
preparation for tomorrow night’s
Sparta Sings at the Civic Auditorium at 8.
Delta Sigma Phi and 13 other groups from

campus living centers will compete for trophies.
Admission fo Sparta Sings is $1 and tickets may
be purchased at +he performance.

Polls Open 8:30 a.m.-7:30 p.m.
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Thrust and Parry
EDITOR’S NOTE: Thrust’ and Parry
letters, because of space limitations,
will be limited to a maximum of 300
words, preferably typed nd doubiespaced. Letters exceding this
amount eithe, will not be printed or
will be d.,ed to conform to length.
The edit,- also reserves th right to
edit letters to conform to style nd
good taste. Letters of personal attacks will not be printed. All letters
must include the writer’s signature
and ASB number.

Is Tower List
Privacy Invasion?

Tony Hyman
A52I8

Election Choices
Limited: Student
Editor:
If would seem that the choices
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rnent of choice. This party is
conveniently known as "I." I is
a left -right -center coalition of a
necessarily temporary nature designed to lure to the polls those
svho, as a form of protest, conscientiously and habitually boycott student body elections.
Realizing that the "fidelity
and form of a government does
not depend upon its form alone.
but upon the relation of that
form to the rest of the social
structure." I modestly and with
a certain justifiable amount of

available to the electorate in the
rapidly approaching s t u de n t
body election are, unfortunately.
of a rather limited nature. For
example, regarding the office of
student body pre:sident, one can
either vot.e no or for what’shis-face. In order to correet this
oversight a nevv political party
has just brs-in formed for the sole
purpose of pro%iding some ele-

Today’s Quote
"Old soldiers never die, they
iust fade away.’’
--General Douglas MacArthur

pride offer a write-in candidate
for the office of student body
president. The candidate iwho is
also, the party, is the author of
this letter anti fully understarxls
that, "no matter v,that its form.
political organization implies by
definition that one person ha.s
authority OVP1. another." W’ith
this in mind the author hereby
promises that if elected he
gleefully decline the office.
Sincerely
Ron Chri.termen
.%S1.1 No. %11293

Question Man

Student Politics
Da you think that political parties are needed
stiolcnt gocernment?
freshman:
I believe there is a definite need for two
parties in student gcnernment. Two parties
give us the chance to voice our opinion for
different ideas and for different candidates.
College is more than just learning; we should
be able to apply some of the things that we
have learned.
DARLENE :MILLER,

Heavy-Footed LBJ

BUYS YOU THE MOST "INVENTED"
NEW SMALL CAR IN THE WORLD!

11111eltra1111; pl. II/ E1110111

.11,d

Luxembourg program for student jobs. It

Editor:
Recently it has come to my attention through a personal
friend on the San Jose State
faculty that certain members of
that group feel that our (Tau
Delta Phil Tower List Professor
Evaluation is an "inva.sion of
privacy." On this I would like
to comment.
Certainly no "invasion" is intended; in fact. none exists. An
instructor at a public irtstitution,
teaching the public. being paid
by the public, and entrusted
with the responsibility of turning out an informed public, can
PRESIDENT of the nited States lives on a pedestal
hardly be said to have a "private
THE
ringed by spotlights. cameras. microphones. reporters- and
life" in regard to his academic
qualifications and or abilities,
the public. Whether he %ants to lie or riot. the president is
and the manner in which he pera style-setter. This is one reason President Johnson’s recent whenforms that function with which
tures on a Texas highwas afire unfortunate. Reports. from seseral
he has been entrusted by the
sources. had the President roaring dossri the road at more than
public.
the
Eor better or worse. our gov70 miles per hour and cutting it close as lie passed a f ar
ernment is one of checks and
face of oncoming traffie.
balances with departments,
Asked about the incident. Johnson iad, "I am unaware that
agencies. and individuals being
71).past
not
,11.
Prestilent
Perhaps
driven
but the
has
I have
responsible to, and restrained by,
refuted the stories of the Texas outing.
one another in an attempt to
Johnson apparently enjoys driving. and a chief ever wive must
further and protect their own interests. Since we, the students,
get Rome relaxation. Indeed, one of the reasons we are 1Inicerned
are those affected (positively or
about the Texas speedway stfirs is that we ain’t the Preaidrot to take
adversely, by you. Mr. faculty
care of himself.
member, and the way in which
The other unfortunate LisperI
110.
I- thy example’
you live up to your trust, we certainly feel that we have the
it Hit- Too many American motorists are addicted to speed now.
right to "invade" that area of
so ease up on the gas pedal. LBJ. and we all may Ilse longer.
your "private life" which we will
-- San lose News
_ carry throughout our lives. and
perform that checking function.
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’Old Soldiers
Just Fade Away’
GEN’ RAL of the Inns Douglas MacArthur flied
WHEN
Sunday. the final chapter was written in the saga of a
man who was. it seemed. destined for greatne- from
the tinic ol hi. birth. Young MacArthur was born on an Army
post in ll"t"0. His father. a Cisil War yeteran arid Medal of Honor
winner. is a. a career soldier. AlacArilisir. also. ksas to spend his
life in the Arins.
1 lie Old Soldiel.- first tour of fluts wa. in the Philippines
in 1%3. lliat same sear Ala. Arthur hail ;If...diluted first in his
class from 1,--t Point. leas ing behind a scholastic record that still
stands.
AlssaYs in the thick of the fighting. NlacArthtir’s hat 1N,Is hlown
off bs a shotgun lilast in that lit.t Philippine 1 ampaipti. \ mailer
\Lir" smitior
tittle Ife .ased his life by vhierlitig .1
hent on decapitation.
During World War I. MacArthur ssa. promoted to la’s:Mier
11a1111.11 the Rainbow
with the 42nd Infantry Division. *AIM li
Disision. Called the "country’s greatest frontline commander that conflict. NlacArthur was wounded twice and gassed OW r.
In 1937 the famous campaigner traseled again to the Orient.
He was not to return until 14 sears had passed. during which
time he would fight two wars and conduct a military fx:cupation.
It was also during this time that the MacArhur legend began.
Part of the legend was built 1/11 the rugged profile. the famous
sunglas.ses arid cap. and the vormeob pipe. The legend also ssas
built around MacArthur’s command of the English languagc: "I
and. of course. "Old
shall return- . . . "I have returned . .
soldiers never die. they just fade away:.
The Old Soldier’s last campaign was successfully conducted
last year when. at the summons of the late. President John F. Kennedy. he was niediator of an agreement betsyeen the National
Collgiate Athletic Association NCA.11 and the Antateur 1thletic
Union IAAI 1. The settlement enabled the United States to preset’
art extremely strong teatn in the 1%4 Olympics.
Future historian.s can better judge his aehiesements and ahort
comings as a soldier and statesman; howeser. v.e feel he alwass
will be remembered as one of America’s greatest and most belosed
heroes.
So long. Old Soldier. We’ll miss your wise counsel.
1.3. L.

Opens

by

FRED BEST, sophomore:
Two parties are definitely needed. Without
the two-party system there is no challenging
threat: this threat is necessary if the party in
office is to do their best. Without valid competition, the elections are a farce, and the
public thinks they are a farce. The one-party
system is at best a stagnation.
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Chess Club Prepares For National Tourney
f1,1111r

plans are being made for the
members to enter into collegiate
competition with Stanford mat
the University of California.
The meets with Stanford and
Cal Will be in preparat
f a t he

National Collegiate tam.- Championship:, Any stuednts interested in participating. in the
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UNWANTED HAIR
REMOVED FOREVER
(Recommended by %Aires
Beauty Salon - ES 7 6193j
For Appointment Call
Renee Towers, R. E. CT 5-I
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Having A Party This Weekend?
If you are, Sal & Luigi’s will prepare enough delicious
Italian food to keep your guests happy all night. Give us
a call and wr:II have it ready for you by the time you’re’
ready to pick it up.
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"Through his work this past year, Joh
Bruckman has demonstrated a unique al:Ai
to handle the problems of student goe
ment. This experience makes him outstan
ingly qualified to be a member of stude
council."
BOB PISANO
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DONNA LIMPERT, junior, sairliilugy:

Political parties with definite platforms
are needed. Without this you have no lenient
of choice. It would make no difference who
you were voting for, since there would be no
conflicting platforms. It is comparable to the
situation in Poland, where you have the right
to vote, but for one person. The only distinction
is in the voting for a person, since there is no
difference in political belief or stand.

Endorsed by
John Hendricks
y,ce cheirmen1
student coo:
Fronk Bardsley
IDC presidrAt

senior. engineering:
It is a good idea to have 1WO parties if they
have any wish of resembling or imitating a
democracy. The two-party system gives the
competing parties a chance to prove that their
ideas are right, and 1 would think that this
wanting to prove one’s ideas would add more
incentive.

Jack Porkies

JOE HAMM!,

LINDA HILL, freshman, elementary education:
There is no point in having just one party
if they expect to be reprementative. As it stands
now, SPUR has entirely 141() much control in
student government.

TtlNY WILLS. senior, English:
I don’t see that any of the political parties
or any of the individuals have taken a significant staixl. Therefore, the purpose of the
two political parties is not realized. However,
I am glad to see that we have a choice for the.
first time since I have been at this eollrigt
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finance off1c,
Alas Henninger

ASB treasure,
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chief lid,.
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Opens Friday in College Theater

Lutenist and Singer To Perform
On Campus Tonight in Concert

Williams’ ’Summer and Smoke’
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Ste.on Ti.tm,oh stars as the
yomr: Dr. John Buchanan Jr.,
and Alartha Ruggles takes the
iu.ul as Almri
The pl.:y is ntostly Alma’s
to director Eu: (n.
...,,stant in drama.
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OPEN
’TIL 9:00
Roberts Book Store
IDA St. across from man’s dorms

497 S. 2nd St.

This is where servings are
large. prices are right

Whether it’s a meal or
a snack ... try
Howard’s
Crystal Creamery
FOUNTAIN -RESTAURANT
Tth & Santa Clam San Jew
7 cm. 10:10 p.m.-Closad on Mon.
assciomm:

Get
Quick Relief
for that
Stuffy Nose!
Long-lasting
feeling 0/
relief Plus
A ntibiot les
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The costumes, de-ik:ned by
Nevin Seligman, are planre.d
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War I.
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F:psilon. international prolessional music sorority and Espeseth
belongs to 1Iii Mu Alpha, honorary music fraternity. Airs Aloore
and Espeseth are members of
stilton
the C’horaliers.
has had eNPVCIelleo in Opera
Workshop product ions.
The program will include numbers by Verdi,
7\1,ihier
Ravel and Vaughan Williams.
The vocalists are all pliPiis or
maorme Thompson, professor of
music.
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SECOND AND SANTA CLARA ’’,TREETS
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TO GO STEADY...

Three Seniors
:
To Perform Today :
In Vocal Recital :

cital.
Both Mrs. Moore and Miss
Sutton are members or Mu Phi
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Shorts From Plays
In Studio Hour

Speech Panel
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ANTHONY D. CAMPAGNA, Jr.

III
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Lana 1,:o.s.
Jeann0
V.derit.
ProVLoh
en. l’ani
11arbarn
Nladers, Karen Nletheny, Carol
1<allileen \Idler. Martha 7\10,11(.11. Phoebe
Wendy March, .1ani,e Raher,
Nella Rand:dial. i’ati iera Sean no], Susan Taylor
Sargent. Sherry satui,t,,,,
lie Sears. Camilla Sheldon, Stephanie Strom, Julie lVilson, Ann
Warren, Virginia V: ssel and
Susan StaMeh.
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50 Outstanding Women

Three senior music majors will
perform in the Music Department’s Senior Vocal Recital to dray at I 30 p.m. in Concert Hall.
Eunice Moore, soprano; Diane
Sutton, soprano; and Samuel Espeseth, bass-baritone will be aecompanied by .Margaret Brownlee and Dick Woodruff in the re-
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Twenty seven women were
presented awards for scholastic
achievement and 50 women were
selected as outstanding women
’in the San Jose State campus at
yesterday’s .WS W(imen’s Week
tea.
Among the women recei My:
Jwards for achieving either
10 grade point average iiist Nerneriter, and a 3.5 overall g.rade
point average were:
Karen JaMiCS, Nancy Acker.
ft isden Ackerman, Charlesie
Baker, Mary 13loomquist, Joanne
Boyd, Karel Brown, ’Marlene
I3runetti, Andrea Coffin, Suzanne Crowell, Sandra Devries, K.
W. Drew, Betty Jean Gerhrandt,
Anne Giles, Susan Gutt, Cynthia }Lerman, Betty Hoilanheek.
Sherrill 1.indsity. Linda Mauer.
France, Alirhis. Katherine Morris, Leonilla Periy,
er, Judy Pierym,
Reed,
Margery
Shellhartimer.
Ch.,:ort ft.i\11.1nell V.tre
\
Allie,loy,
Carol
lie.. Blake,
Pai
Carla.1.11, (11:11dene
Andrea Coffin, Oilthia Copple.
Anna Cornwell, Arlene D’Arc
Anne Davis Roby, Susan DeVries, Judy Farrell, Deann Fe
gone, J. J. Fraser, Penny Fortner, Jennifer Graham. Pam Gustin and Judy Harris.
Other outstanding women included Eileen Hayes, (Marlene
Hiatt, Janet Hobbs, Sue Henshaw, Peggy Kimball, Esther
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wear one of those
great shetland
sweaters (imported, crew-neck
style) from the
Red Coach Shop
at Roos/Atkins
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Volkswagen Re-Manufactured
Engines
w,ok

$225.00

6,000 mile or 3-month
GUARANTEE

F.A.P. also has the complete line of remanufactured "VW" engine parts.
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CH BETTER STUDENT GOVERNMENT

BIG WIN
San Jose State swept thi
jump and two-mile to post a 7o-61.
50 win over California and A ;/;na
State la.st year in I3erkeley. 1.cslci
Bond led the sweep in the bioail
with a leap of 21-2 and Jen
1.". ;back won the two-mile at
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Henry’s Deluxe
Dressing
Fresh Tomato,
Lettuce
Genuine Steak
French Bread Bun
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The Spa,

PORTA-CYCLE
Ideal for all Spartan cyclists.
You can fold it down to 27"
square and can be put into
your closet or even into the
trunk of your sports car. Take
it with you on your week-end
outings: Picnics, beach trips,
or vacation spots.
Nationally advertised for
$99.50 (Playboy)
PAUL’S special price is only
$72.95

PAUL’S CYCLES
1435 The Alameda
San Jose
Phone: 293-9766
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BOB BONDS HURDLES his way to a 14.6 win in the 120 high
hurdles at the Sunnyvale Olympic Development meet Saturday.
Bond ran the high hurdles in 14.3 his freshman year. Left fo right,
Hirokazu Yasuda, Bill Gaerdner, Norm Eliason, and Bonds.
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DO YOU KNOW

THAT THE CANDIDATES YOU SELECT IN TODAY’S A.S.B. ELECTIONS WILL ---Allocate approximately $300,000.00 of YOUR A.S.B. Funds
Act As Your Representatives On Many Faculty-Student Committees
Have An Important Voice In The Administration Of The Spartan Bookstore
Make The First And Most Crucial Steps Toward Planning Our $3,600,000.00 College Unlon

VOTING IS YOUR OBLIGATION! MAKE YOUR VOICE HEARD!
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Rabbi To Speak
To Hillel Tonight

’Thursday. April 9, 1964

U.S. Reclamation Official To Speak
On ’Hydroelectric Power’ Tonight
.:"ant reKeatir
gional supenisor v. di. tile Bureau
of Reclamation, stall speak on -Flydrikeleetric Power" tonight at 7:30
1:117 for the Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers
IEEE1.
’The meeting will include a film,
"(1enerator Rewind." which shosks
,i
the replacing of vindings

.p\s,s

tel, 7 p m
11238,
Spartan
diseassion of International Festilarge nydroolectric generator at val.
the Shasta Power Plant.
Enrichment laketurie Serlea In
Keating has been vzith the Un- ArItt
ED433
1.30
p.m.,
tie.
real! of Reclamation since his 1949 .speakers. Ariel Jiiel :old James
graduation from the Universikv of Lei%ner, "Should We L’hange tu
’Missouri. Ile is mud to be well ’lase 127"
versed in ail phases of hydroseleeIfIllet, 8 p.m Nevnitin Centel’:
tile power generation and transspeaker. Rabbi :gimes Twersky.
mission and in povter marketing.
R.14.1%, 730 p.m., 1:132.
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Ness man. NI 1)," is showing at a
&minims:1 San Jose theater. actor
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to speak on re-

tonight

This weekend is an ideal
time to enjoy delectable cuisine a+ Bohannon’s. Dine in
comfort in a stylish atmosphere and you too
know
the enjoyment fine dining
can bring.

The movie and television star is
slated to speak in Engineering 13.2.
it 7 p.m. His addres.s. sponsored
.y the Baptist Student Union, is
open to the public.
The husky. blond movie and
,elesision star says he went to
I lollyss smut "egot ist ical. self -cent ired and Wass’. It :ill added up
to a complete flop iis an ;mho’, and

CARNIVAL OF PRINTS
geOlatore

"Right On Campus"

Tempt yourself with a
juicy, choice cut Filet Mignon
served just the %ay you like
it; or for a fish dish that’s unbeatable, try our fresh Atlantic Ocean Sea Scallops they’re delicious

.s man."
W’alcott stated lie did not really
1.1a1 success until some three 3ears
svhen he made a quick visit
his family in North Carolina.
"1 sass, a montage of my entire
a life that had rniseed the
..f,
’-ust. This time when 1 vet urne,
t 11.diyvuoid 1 came with God
my partner." he stated.
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Christian faith is not the acceptance of certain historical facts and docti,heh h.!
tiusting in a Person. and that Person is Jesus Christ. Faith is abandoning al se
!lance on one’s own resources and casting oneself without reservation on the
mercy of God To have faith is to lay hold of the promises of God in Chnst. rety.
ing on the finished work of God in Christ for salvation and the power of the
mdwelling Holy Spirit tor daily strength Faith implies complete reliance on God
and obedience to Him Christian faith is a reievant to COds World of the
twentieth century as it was to His World of two thousand years ago
M.an has many substitutes for faith Everyone believes in something aril puts
ins trust. consciously or unconsciously, in the "laws- of nature, ths own re
sources. or the philosophies of his contemporanes. Beliefs which are centared in
the wisdom of men always leave one wondeiong if there is something more to
life-a plan. a purpose. an intelligence greater than our own at work behmd the
scenes Questions of our own uniqueness, the mystery of birth and the tear of
death linger in our minds unless we are anchored to a faith in the living Goa
When trouble strikes. man’s bravado vanishes in a moment and he quickly re
veals how helpless he is without God
’’Cursed be the man that trusteth in man, and maketh flesh his arm and whose
heart departeth from the Lord " ler 17 5.
-He that trusteth in his own heart is a fool. but who so walketh
he shau
be delivered " Prov. 28 26.
Many think of Christian faith as a philosophy of living which needs constant re
vision aad up’dating They fail to realize that faith is a process wt.’,
sinful, wayward man can become reconciled to His Creator, and tieHis image After being saved by faith. the Christian then p,rows and
experiencing when he does so an increasing closeness to God.
"The Lord is my rock. and my fortress, and my deliverer. my God. my
in whom I will trust my buckler. and the horn of my salvation and rny
tower " Ps 18 2.
One acquires faith by learning about Gnd. His promises. His cond,t,nns and H,:
ways from the Holy Scriptures and then acting on the promises of God which are
declared
-we conclude that faith is awakened by the message. and the message that
awakens it comes through the word of Christ " Rom 10 17 When Christian faith
is put to the test it invariably "works!"
When a person puts his trust. in sincere humility. in Jesus Christ. God always
responds in a real and unmistakable way.
"And you too. when you had heard the message of truth, the good news ot
your salvation, and had believed it. became incorporated in Christ and received
the seal of the promised Holy Spirit. and that Spirit is the pledge that wc shall
enter upon our heritage when God has redeemed what is his own to his praise
and glory." Eph. 1.13 NE
lo call on the name of William Shakespeare or Ralph Waldo 1
and salvation is of no avail. to trust and depend on the ’ far’
without a decs:,on for Christ is empty faitn to rely on tiie rose,
,s to have misplaced faith which never works To trust in Ch’, ’
and to call on
name is to draw from the very snarte
’1 am Alpha and Omega. the beginnine and the end. the first am:
And let him that is athtrst come And whosever will, let him tale, u
of lile freely " Rev 22-13, 17 NE
,,,a
"There is no salvation in anyone else at all. for the’e it no oihor
heaven granted to men. by which rye may receive caii41,
A ’
Is yOur faith properly placed in the Person of Jesus C .’
you’ll have no doubts about His reality and Our
r:"..iairnS of Christ and his promises offered free of eL
Him Test Christian faith and see for yourself. You it hear L.-, v.-,
h
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Buy Daily CLASSIFIEDS...Get Results!
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Corps Seeks June Grads
But Myths Still Persist
t

.

C.:: college gradu-I
"We hase 75 ditleient ;is like waiting for I scheduled to begin 11211 .411C1
thC.
F.
in the Rose Bowl graduation.- he said "the slots lor
......rding to one Peace, the 3,000 Volunteers returning this
Corps
.; ’When the whistle tear will base to be refilled in aJdrbreaks loose.tion to the 3,0041 new jots, being
The
Jules Pagano. Dee- created. All we hase to Jo is get
.
training tor the people to apply..
(
,xislained that the
The biggest problem. as:cording
the bulk to Pagano, is dispelling surne of
sr 1 \ ,....111leet, needed by the myths that hase grovsn up about
s
’s.: 1:0111 the June gradu- what the Corps looks for in Volunteers.
,

Peace Corps Initiates
Senior Year Program

A strong dose uf hard work for
little pa:. is being offered to ti00
college )(Inters this summer by the
,weer Beverly Fogg Heegaard, a graduate of the University of Ps ..:e ( or!),
sorypshire, teaches a-, English and home economics in Nepal.
I ’ d ra2w!:.-established program
-er bike on the way to school. As usual, a r :,,.. d. sit to eight weeks
Oe fords a river w
of
;o ner feet wet.
.-: ,,. .t,)er training tor col..::: c who are planning to
-, afr.a giaduinion. SIN
I
a p. as liase heen
ar
-s A-11.,,,...., unisersi-
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:. j,st wave of Peace, tion. There are nese:- ems.: : :-.
. I.-. iii. was channeled of this kind acailahls in ar:. ..:. ,
.::seloping countries prise. . in the Corps was
The response to Peace Corps
X:olunteers. according to Dr. Robert
I : wa. no assuranc: that a ( alsert. director of the Career In- ,
sJan in the Peade Corps formation Sersice. "has been ettil, ’,..: ansthing but a liability cellent. ( ()lieges and business firms
,--,. ,:areer -The organization hase been enthusiastic.,: odine, a temporary aviey
Over 40 colleges hase earmarked
o order Mans 200 scholarships and fellowships
, .1,epj.:al about for returning volunteer,. so,,,i
:, ,::.irii. thinking th.tt it might wellare agencies, youth organizaz:: a hasen for ssM-e,sed et- tions and service protects hase et
no, and draft -dodgers.
II
(Continued on pa,:e 2)
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that
.st returning Peace ( orps
to oinsider the business
-,.:are torinilating plans tor
s work.
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Student Council
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neve !vinyl ivy,

presernesi
Ilan. the queen win
with roses and a $25 gift certifi- the relationships between the colPeace
of
series
rine of the final
rate from Mosher’s. Ifer two at- lege administration. the students
C’orps placement tests will lie giv- tendants will ieceive SIO gift cer- and eventually the college union
2:3o.
a.m.,
en fist:1y in B13 at 10:30
director
tiricoes I l’i .111 NT...her
p.m., and 7:30 p.m.
Ise
A final placement test will
it"
Kis ell tomorrow.. at 8:30 a.m.
the post office building, First and

PLAY OPENS TONIGHT

elearing he.
smuts skies predicted
ua the iieetoold. Iligh
ith hos tnnight
’ thSS est %tenth. 10.15

t., lie returned.
.\ecording to Ward. applications
oilimitted hy June graduates will
hie processed immediately.
Ward says the first step in tr.’
screening prix-ess is filling out tn.
questionaire Many students kick
out when they see the size and
romplrxity of the questionaire.
"This is just the beginning of
the tough jots of joining. being
selected, and woiking in the Pcace
Cows,- said W’ard.

ed States."
induct.
The SO-page spring issue
ex cartoons. jokes. pictorial articles
and controversial stories.

SUMMER AND SMOKETennessee Williams’ play opens tonight in the College Theater at 8:15 for its five-night run.
Actors from left to right: Gretchen Greene, Kenneth Pitcher,
Martha Lee Ruggles, Steven Trinwith and Sandra Smith. Tickets
for the production may be obtained at the College Theater
Box Office at 50 cents for students. The play will be presented
April 10, 11, 15.18. Play is directed by Eugene Coy, assistant
in drama.
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OW Of the rout- divisions
singing competition sponsored by
Associated Women Students and
o n e
Inter - Fraternity Council,
aWartis The
1-troop Will revery e
Women’s
Men’s.
tlivISliitls are
MiXeit. and Production.
Tiophies will be presented
the hest performing group in each
dOision and a sweepstakes trophywill he awarded to the hest of
these four.
Foutteen groups from campus
housing centers will compete for
awards in San Joss. Cis ic Auditorium at 14 this esening
lodged by.
Performanct-s
1-’redeti(k (. latadwick. associate
Fred LaCosse,
professor of
production supervisor, KNIN: and
Da. Hartley I) Snyder. head of the

Today Last Day
1o Buy Lyke Mag
1.)-ke sales, end today. .1.tlin
Jaeger, the S.1S feature mtleazinr
editor, said he "would like to ,ee
More students purchase a copy of
what many experts consider the
best college magazine in the rnit-
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John Streets.
Craig Ward. Peace Corps direr.
ior of public affairs, says he expects a total of 75 questionaires

stai yy oh .
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at Admission is 35
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Edmund Pardon%
Jean Simmons
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1 Positions

1 hes special Peace C (nos college
supplenwnt--distributed by ths nation’s college newspapers to near’,
a million college students--was
written arid edited tor the Peace
Corps by four colleg: editors.
The four who srcid
m.eek
the Peace Corps Vs ,ohingon beau quarters preparing this ss.pplentent
were:
I oni 1),A hes. editor emeritus ot
the It tttt seell
’lurch
komeseit
ilonsersit".. (
I ssiette Dea1 ms. editor m the Oregon Doily
Emerald it ’mom v
Oregom,t
loot Donoghue. Cxlittit
the BU
New
(Boston
L my clod y
dna!
),, IsleNeely. editoi ot the Daily
iLnisersity 01
I ite sopplement. a Peace Corps
P,
is being distributed to
newspapers in cooperation
Mary Jo Weeks, a graduate of Southern Methodist U-ive-sity, has organized her pupils into a Gir’ Guide wall the newspapers. the L’ S. Stu-.
unit in North Borneo. She ond her -usoand live at Mile Ten, a remote village under the shocider of sp,:c: dent Press Association and
the
tacular 13,000 foot Mt. Kinabalu.
Associated Collegiate Pie*s.

:ars
.!

,:.

.

!he

1.1iigtlagC

,,,1111’Clit.

exotic languages not ordinarily
taught in American colleges
Each of the six training programs
will also include courses in physical education. health education.
American studies and Pe.,,:e. Corps
orientatton.
The students’ home colleges will
he asked to esaltiate the summer
prOgralll k,th a \JOS toward grantmg credit for participants.
Juniors selected tor ths aimmer
provalll %kill re.._.’.
li
i....1 to
coser transporia
m :. .. unisersity tr tiam; ..
tlic, a .11 receise room .aid i,,,,od
.. id a
modest liYing allowance.
In the pring of PH’S. those who
:did stir% txed
i hase undertaken
1 the summer tra,c,ii.2 lx ill Ile nontied as tO v.hich project they will
he assigned.
1
A brief training period and final
Peace Corps selection will follow
t
’WCcessful applicant can expect to he
overseas about 60 days atter receising his dintonia.
Applicant tor whom there is no
room in the summer program will
he processed in the reetilar manner
tor programs starting alter their
graduation date.

" I os. man:. --indents think that
all we need are people who know
how to drise tractors, grow rice Ur
prune trees. This is false. Tibcral
arts graduates, no matter what their
major, are constantly needed_
"les ths: liberal arts st,itlii.,tes:’
he said, "who fill the buil: ot teaching assignments and whit will he
needed to help till the backlog ot
requests tor educational asastance
in Latin America and Oilier alQ.el.
Many of our community development workers are graduates with
liheral arts backgrounds.
"The weird part about it,- said
Pagano. "is the fantastic opportunities being oftereyl to some of
the Volunteers coerseas. Many
Volunteers with onls bachelors’ degree.s are being assigned as university’ faculty members. 1 he deniand
for anybody who can teach the
English language is tcrrili:. \V here
else can anybody with a ILA get a
chance to teach at this leYel.’
**Naturally most ot the Volunteers assigned to teaching lobs work
at the secondary lesel. but evea
this is unbeatable tor giying the
feeling that
1.11
are a,:tualf; accomplishing something. Educational programs will be expanding in Latin America. a region
which presiotisly requested mostly
cisinnumity ciese1opment workers.
Angher misconseption held hy
many college students
that
at
applicant must he proficient ri
foreign language.
"Many osers:as assignments require only English.- a.:eording
Pagano. "In some countries. Frig-.
lish is the official language and
much ot our classroom tea,:hing
done in English. If a foreign language is needed.
the Peace Corps will teach a to
the Volunteer. "It is pretty ridieuIons to expect the normal college
graduate to know any
Bengali.
Arabic or Swahili," Pagano saal.
(Continued on page 2)

Music Depart ment.
.11idges will consider appearance
direct ion, cost time. blenrhng
voices, dynamics, tone quality iii
rangement and originality Ay,
will be presented by Activities .Y:t
viser, Miss lloberta Rovner.
Tickets for the performance may
be purchased at the Student AI.
fairs Business Office or at the a:i
ditoritim for $1.
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Origins of the Peace Corps
8SPARTAN DAMS
’

Reclamation Official To Speak
On ’Hydroelectric Power’ Tonight
U.S.

William Keating, assistant regional supervisor with the Bureau
of Reclamation, will speak on "Hydroelectric Power" tonight at 7:30
ii) E147 for the Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers:

large hydroelectric generator
the Shasta Power Plant.
Keating has been with the r
reau of Recla-mation since his 19
eraduation from the University
Nlissouri. Ife is said to be
versed in all phases of hydro-eIr
The meeting will include a film. trie power generation and Ira.,
"Generator RCVoillii." which shows niission. and in power marketi
the replacing of windings in a and sales.

It *
past ntadn...0( ..n s
morning in I soso
ahtlIv caber
when de: young Senator tree.
1111aselenu.etts mounted the stela, ot
the M.e...h.;..P Union in Ann Arbor’
mid asked a group of University.’
ot Mseitigan students it they were’
W,11111;
p overseas to help their
country
’There was a hush." one ob’and the mood at the
server .1.
cioved ve. ped to change"’
el the first time that
Thm
John F Kmnedy publicly mentioned . Peace Corp, He dist so
nationally televised
*gam m
erreeeh a -month later m the ( ow
San Francesea whieh
P ilaee
deal letters ot support
brought
t...r the
!A
-Whirr .!
he idea CANTle. from’
&nee ,be i’eaee Corp, is now o
many’ peopli: have
miceetsr el
clainici eeelit for originating the
idea. ava -tany can he given eredit.
Ittr hr.t legislation in the area
wam inrreeeced by Congressman
Henry S Reuss (D-Wis.) in January, I v.; Reuss says he got the
idea - ’ ,7I" during an in-le:mon
he
-ed States foreign aid
fthodia.
effort ii
kenight the object of an
iwereti
’,eh eorps into A .peeeh
:f.ersity. A, he later
re,ponse there-- and
,ff I
wher
s: 1 Fuse dise.is,ed it
was
Reteee. legislation called the
F
7 N’auth Programwas
the Senate by the late
Sen.
ehard Neuberger of Oregon
o. added to the Foreign
A.:t. Eventually
Aid
o allocated to make a
S’ sto
f ’f: jean and the Ageno.
tor 1 /J!, J :mat Development :
for getting the
the r:, .‘silits
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director of the Corps, was a member of Johnson’s staff al that ume.
The early. derisive comments
about the "Kiddie Corps- and
"Disturbing -the -Peace Corps" have
been replaced by such universal
backing that the Peace Corps gets
94 to 96 percent of it, annual appropriation request. which is much
better than the average tor other
agencies. Peace Corps matters are
usually passed by voice vote; a roll
call vote has never been necessary.
The success of the Peace Corps
has been attrihuted to two things:
the fact that it is apparently a good
force tor peace in the world, and
the leadership of Peace C orps
Director R. Sargent Shriver. Everywhere in Vv’ashington, Shriver
given eredit tor being the num who
made the Peace Corps work.
Senator Humphrey wrote in
1961, "The effect of Peace Corps
work will be invaluable. The citizen of an underdeveloped country
may torget a case ot American
supplies quickly consumed: he may
resent a load of American guns
turned over to his government. But
his memory of working with and
sharing the skills of an American
citizen will be strong and enduring.
"America’s best resource is its
people."
RCUSS WAS asked his opinion of
the implementing of his idea, and
if he had any suggestion, tor IMprovements in the Corp,
"I think it’, a, ttlo,e to being
perfect as anythine een be."

b Offers

want to make teaching their ca(Continued from page 11
pressed strong interest in returning reer.he Peace Corps placement offiVolunteers.
Such institutions ws the Univer- eer remarked that "one group in
sity of ( hoeigo. Rutgers. George Volunteers who served in Nigeria
ra- is nov. making plans to serve
New Mexico. Yale.
cow:. New York t niser,itx, New migrant workers in thi, country by
Lniliege and the
developing a mobile school."
York State
alsert heads the Peace Corp,
versity ot K.i11,1‘. are offering
v- speeial grants and tellowships CC- Career Intormation Seryice whieh
,:lu,ively for returning Volunteer,. v.as established to assist Volunteer,
In recent testimony’ to the House returning front overseas with eduForeign Affairs Committee. Dr. eational and occupational plannine
Calvert noted -that -approximately The Service also seoves as a foeal
hall of the former Volunteer, are point to which opportunities for
enrolled in a college or university. returning N’olunteer, niay he diThey are attending 117 different rected by educational inetitutions
schools in all parts of the country. .puri,,,I]liey. employers both public and
Among this group 99 hold fellowships. assistantships and scholarship, with A kVA’ value of over
S214.000."
About 15 per cent of the Volunwho have returned took poso
than, in private inslu,try. Such
(Continued from page I )
tirms as Shell Oil Hilton Hotel,i The Corps ha, prmided \’olunand the Chase -Manhattan Bank teers with intensise language trainenihnsiastieally ,ought volunteers.
ine in more than 40 toretgn tongues.
I he federal government ha, at-Hie Corp,’ onh, real language
tracted a high percentage of re- requirement.- said Pagano, "is that
turning Volunteer,. The Peaee the
olunteer have the natise in( orps alone has now hired 51 teliigene to learn one if hi, assignVolunteers for administrative posi- ment call, for it. We don’t consisler
tions in Washington and overseas. it any real problem though. V.Ve’ve
The Volunteer’s experience over- taught Punjabi to grandmotheis
should provide hini with an heading for India and Pushto to
excellent internship !sir various farm boys going to Pakistan.
"Not that we’re den:. ing that it’,
kind, ot federal career, overseas.
k’olunteer, A grind. Having a tiaehe
A large nuntber
ef are working as teacher,. taken deadline to become fluent in one
3!I seid that "one study showed only of these unusual tongue, Lan he
E! 14 per cent taught hclore entering a little unnersing. hut most college
:he Peaee Corps. Now 25 per eent grads have done pretty well."

oop(

_
ql10
Drb.,n9 by W PA.114r, ’,L.,’1063 The New ’tplIe, RA.**6,*
"It’s iron.col. Our Peace Corps built their kar,,...oe.’

No Guarantee, But . . .
Volun teers

Unlike ly
Draft Candidates
"We can’t guarantee anything.
but ..." is the usual opening reply
when a Peace Corps recruiter is
asked the inevitable question about
a returned Volunteer’s draft status.
Corps officials who have been
dealing with the problem for the
past three y-ears are the first to
admit that the situation is far from
being crystal clear. They Jo have
a tew ot the an,sser,. however.
The act of Congress authorizing
the Peace ( orps wecities that
Volunteers should not he draft
exempt. Although some legislator,
had telt that Peace Corps Volunteers should be released from military obligations. many were ot the
opinion that such a situation v.ould
result in a rash ot applicants whose
only motivation was avoiding the
draft.
It was decided by the Selective
Service Board. however, that service in the Peace Corp, was detinitel "in the national interest" and
so a Volunteer could legitimately
request a draft deferment. This is
currently being done.
When a Volunteer’s service in
the Corp, has ended. his deferment
is terminated. Legally he is again
’eligible for the dratt hut actually
iew are called. "Vv’e actually only
know of six Volunteers who have
heen drafted after they came home,"
said one Corps official.
Many ot them have been returning to school to do graduate work
and they just go back on thee
he said.
student determent
"Some of them get married and

become deferred that way. then
wind up with gosernment jobs IQ
qualify them for determent. Frani.
ly," he said, "most draft boa
look rattler kindly upon recur
PCVs. From what we know of
cases of returnees who have he
drafted, it appears that they &In
have jobs or anything eel e
just hanging around.
’’Draft hoard, can he pre
autonomous though .,nd
tou.
to ,,,) esactly %11-1
might ha
A returnee dratted Vie ein Ale
a returnee about ie. ’tete
write a letter to hi, duet boJrst
him, but legally there is no
course.
’’Congress is avsere of the ci
tion," he said. "and since the
big crop of returnee, are noss
ing back the situallen is hound
move a little more into the s
light."
Internally. Peace Corps Vo
teer, and staff menieer, often t
opposing view, on "the erau
emption question. ’1 don’t want dein exempt
said one returned v. olunteer
is now working ,), eel mem
in Wa.shington. eNehody with
sense actually think . that Ten
two year, in son... moquN
tested jungle e
..
hut I don’t ,.
ing my: motive,. 1 e
teer feel, a terrinJ
hc
accomplishment
not get in the ,er,.ue. hut
don’t think he should Agee,...)
he exempted. Other, feel
a guy come, ha. T1
Peace Corp, ..
have to start
draft." one ( ,e:
Most of the Peace Corps’ present
mad.
expansisin plans are within the 48 certainly
formed a serve.
countries they now serve. "The
,it
expansion is more or less internal." In peacetime
draCt .
said Pagano. "In countries v.here is no big
ought to
sA e’e had community development teer,
workers, we may add school empted."
Ironieellv. I
teachers."
Countries where Peace Corps an onieed
edueational assistance program, have no cite.’
Fuse been operating will now also Volunteer bc.
"We kit,
get health teams and rural development workers. It depend, on what tion we’re 1,,
.
anJ. frankl
the hog country requeg, and
ttling to le ,:
S’olunteer, can he totinsl.
-Yes sir.- Pagano said. "Come doesn’t Jai tht.
being lifted off pro,..e., I seri o
June the roof
thie place . . . it they apply. o:
1

Corps Seeks . . .

HELP WANTED IC

-

heen allocated for the study, Semi tor Humphrey proposed that a
south corps he set up. His legislation NA% the first calling tor more
than a study of the feasibility. 01’
the idea.
The Colorado group had just aceepted the zontract when Kennedy
mentioned the idea at San Francisco. After he WA.% elected. he
established the Corp, on a pilot
basis by an executive order on
Starch I. 1961. Congress answered
his request to set up the Corps on
A permanent basis with a bill that
President Kennedy signed into law
on Sept. 22. 1961.
By the time the group had the
rzport Mit the PCACe Corps had
been going more than eix months.
and the first Volunteers were overseas.
How did President Kennedy get
the idea’? According to Colorge
Sullivan, who is v.riting a book
on the Peace Corp, and spent several month, researching the origins,
Kennedy’s contact with the corps
idea came from several source,.
Reuse report, that h: sent his information to Kennedy in August
or September of 1960.
Among those who influenced
Kennedy in the development of the
Peace Corp, program besides Rues,.
Neuberger, and Humphrey. were
ox.
Chester Bowles, Archibald
Walter Reuther. Ted Sorensen. and
Lyndon B. Johnson. Johnson had
mentioned the idea in campaign
talks even before Kennedy. Bill
Moyers, who later became deputy

ditlicuit time finding
a eeerio eileng to take the con trier e
finally Colorado State
Univo-yei . newly founded researeh
e:r agreed to do it
d ee 15 1960. afvrr Reuss\
proposal 1.1 hefore the money had
A:r)
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7ooperative Venture for Stability
Corps Aids
In Cities

olunteers Encourage
looperatIve Effort

I here are no Peace Corps Vol.
unteers working 1111 Paris but not
many ot the 7,000 member, ars
living in grass has either. Many
awaken in the morning to !tic
sound of street. cars and tiack
traffic.
"One of the moat popular nrethe
"v.
about the Peace corps," said VIM
official, "is that everybods
lisina
t
Ill the jungle some place 700 miles
from
the
neareat
city."
Ojoi
.
Nigeria relutea this point, howl.
to JO
eser. Peace Corps projects are concentrated in the RIR major Linea.
Volunteers there are te-ching la
secondary schools and unisersities.
lbaden. in the vsestern part pi
Nigeria, is exotic enough to fit the
usual conception of a Peace Corps
siteit is the largest all -Negro city
in the world. Some 30 Peace
orpamen are teaching there ip
secondary schools and unisersities.
James Welcome, a graduate of the University of Illinois, is a member Another 25 Volunteers are worts.
of a community development project, in Colombia. Here he supervises ing in Entigu. a city of 42.000
brick -making, a project the local people have undertaken with the eastern Nigeria.
Five hundred miles away in
help of the Volunteers.
Liberia, 80 of the country’s 300
Volunteers are working in ons
city alonethe capital. Monrovia.
Members there arc engaged in an
lesels of teaching; some hold pub.
lic administration jobs in the goy.
ertiment.
On the other side of the Atlantie.
in Peru, the Volunteer is again
lound almost as often in the city
From Panama City it worried quipa. Peru, seemed to poae a as in the "hush." Nearly half
Peilee
Corps field representative danger to the Volunteers there the A’oltinteers in Peru are in sirs,
aent telegrams to the 57 Volunteer.. until the people sith whom they han areas-60 in Lima alone. Sig.
in the country asking if they were were working staged a counter- nificant numbers of Volunteers are
all right. And from Santa Fe. 150 demonstration supporting thc Peace also assigned to cities in Venezuela
miles assay. CRITIC the laconic re- Corpsmen.
and ( hile.
ply: "I’m tine. thanks. And your
Volunteers, were also in Cihana.
In Bolivia. there are Peace Corps
The answer is one detail in a Tanganyika. Brazil. Cyortis and a Volunteer, in villages. but a recent
story that is beginning to be stand- dozen other African. Latin Amer- project sent Volunteers to suppleard in the Peace Corps: the Volun- ican, and Asian countries during ment unisersity teaching staffs in
teer is rarely a victim of the dails strained or violent periods.
La Paz. Santa Cruz and several
diplomatic crisis; he can expect to
In the Dominican Republic, an other large towns.
continue his work virtually unhin- army -sponsored coup overturned a
In Turkey, a Volunteer can exdemocratic government and caused pect to he sent to anything from a
dered.
In the Panama crisis. six Volun- the suspension of diplomatic rela- riiral hamlet to a town of up to
teers were assay from their site, tions, but thc Volunteers stayed on ’,atm() population. Living condiwhen trouble erupted. They were In many villages, Peace Corpsmen tions in any case are "fairly nice,"
escorted back to their areas say, the Volunteer is the only according to Volunteers.
In Lagos. Nigeria. things are ao
by Panamanians and remained at American anyone has ever wen
vs.ork throughout the crisisinclud- and the new, of a break iR diplo- good that drinking water need not
ing the break in diplomatic rela- matic relations matters to them not even be boiled.
Most ol the people on city
at all.
tions.
In Indonesia. the story is less signments are teaching. but they
Anti-American rioting in Aredramatic but as impressive. The 30 are not trained teachers. The Peace
Volunteers there arrived in two Corps does not ask that Volunteers
groups six months apart. The first have esperieneelet alone traingroup vs.is met hy anti-American ing. Volunteers must have a bachedemonstrations and the second oel- lor’: degree with a major or minOr
in the field which he will teach.
somed by gosernment officials.
One Peace Corps official adThe Peace Corps field representative in Indonesia. David Burgess. mitted that he prefers untrained
likes to cite the case of Medan in potential teachers because they
northern Sumatra. There. the nes,- %%ere more likely to hase a good
papers launched a vicious attack !knowledge of their field and "ha
on the Peace Corp, and three Vol- able to do other thing, toolike
vs-indov,.s."
unteer coaches.
In east Africa only one-third of
While the editorial attacks con- .
tinuedsaying that Volunteers had the Volunteer teacher.: have had
been ejected from many countries experience in schools in the L nitesi
and that thes receive militias and States.
Peace Corpsmen in secondary
espionage training the three
coaches led the Medan cits basket- schools usually work under losol
ball team Os the national champion- head noisier, and teach the trash.
ship and the sysimming team set an tionid subjects: language. math,.
sciense. and history.
Indonesian record.
Under the influence of Peaee
I eseo Sanchez. Peace Corps
desk officer tor Central America Corps teachers. hossescr. mans of
esplains \shy the A’ohinteer is such the host country schools ;ire nova
sticeesslid diplomat. "Ile has including teehnical cioirses in their
o of the stn.
identified lin elt ssith the coiiimg. curriculum. .A-.1 slasses lor
o:
nits." he sass "To the people he dents
\ olunteers feel
is first a ’Itemiser of the community the first fess ,
ta knob sub.
p
Jerry Page, a graduate of Colorado State University, does recreational and a friend. and seeond an Amer - that it is
lest, that they sail ass; immediately
work in the slums of Caracas, near the area where the Nixons were ie.m."
He is the handsome American. in makino a living.
attacked in 1958. Here he is shown with ore of his bo,rs.

are the bulldozer -O- The Volunteer
then might tell the villager to approach his own government about
supplsing a bulldozer. The idea is
to get the people in the area to help
themselves.
One example of a rural consmit
nits, deselopment project sa,
cooperative segetable-grosing enterprise in Chile. A Volunteer
talked 20 families into growing
three kinds of vegetables together
anti marketing them together. By
cooperating. they were able to rent
a truck to take their harvest to
town instead of each hasing to tiae
his otc-cart. The profits were split
among thc families sith a small
amount to the cooperative to keep
it going.
Some of the farmers made as
much from one harvest as they
made in two years working on
the large, privately owned Loin,
where they were employed.
hro.
Another project by the same
of
The second phase consists
A’olunteer involved getting a bred
piing the coninuinity to hold sow from CARE and splitting the
problenss resulting
lamp at shich local
litter aniong several fam/ resented This stage is also ilies. The female pigs in the litter
sessions.
tat. It may take ninny
were bred, thereby producing a
re the Volunteer can get an litter from each female. Of this
erii meeting.
third generation. one pig was gisen
a the third and final stage. the to CARE to repay the original
the
mobilizing
luntecr -tots
loan. and one was given to the
icsnits 1,. aork on its de- cooperative.
foreign
many
In
!: :;a1.-Iss,
This has been criticized in some
,
area, as communistic, but it is
sometimes
hut
oi
actually the highest form of free.
the things they prism,: enterprise. Under
commu\ one Volunteer nism. the state owns and
controls
-t enemy is the eversthing. Under the cooperatise
I he idea becomes program. the farmer owns
his pigs
the work and and treats them as his own. ’Die
., needed. We in whole cooperative movement
deare a country of veloped hy the Volunteers could
sca
a. elaborate plan - he described as
process of coopg and ,- .ch-making and erative indisidualism.
roll up our sleeves and go
Whether in urban or rural areas,
%ark. Our greatest efforts as the Volunteer is concerned primarlunteers are spent in getting the ily with getting the people to wink
un
together. He tries to develop the
the volunteer must get the peo- organization
of the area so that
!at the country’ to do the work the people will carry on after he
midst, It the Volunteer does goes home.
ir, .1. is wasted. Many
Although it is too early to tell
..
in an area. and
with certitude. the indications are
ago,
k shortly, "Where
that the villagers will be capable of
dealing sith their own problems
after two years ut work with the
Volunteer.

orps Volunteer is
I:111013:d with dirt under’
the mud
arigentails. digging in
op Ise jowly peon plant his
it large percentage,
6.
Ch, volunteers are involsed in ,
ions a cooperative effort be- ,
in areas where sork% people
before.
loiether sas unheard of
this
Community development. as
takes place in
called,
is
.ess
iillages and urban areas. It
three steps.
\ olunteer must get to
FIN. the
accepted
pi the people and be
by Vet_ ;
than. lhe, is described
r. of their toughest ,
a,
it is a relatively
rboo
vise period . ral they are unable
from
see any tangible results
get to knovs.
r Awls. llias may
h, talking to them in
sith them on the
meeting
lis
in snsall
set ar helping them

[dent,. .kssist
ampus Liaison:

than 51iii student
winces working
istlicers. Some
C’orps commit.ersities ot CaliIhirdue, Oregon.
a Hampshire.
of Calitornia
mince keels, the
hout the d.,.. 1,,
from prospec-

:

r

.ior of Peace
aid " I he active
s the California
fact that they
the office open
is undotobtedly
hir the

,
are interested
..tti I

,

ill

Bob

..sia
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Peace Corps Stays
In Spite of Trouble
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nere !wily!! oft
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to
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any
space. Aeinalysis disi3 one motoriorked

’Egyptian’ Stars
Edmund Purdoin,
Jean Simmons
..ii will star ss ith
ai Simmons and
Egypt Ian" t
,
6.30 and 9:45
’ Admission is 35
a is based on the story
3 Pho.riii of :1:3
centuries ago
rn,,tt Is-lir,seil in
only,. one god Itnri
:treht against the
rivalry of the
rests to tiring’
his faith to his
thlr A eilltrili;POIIS
physieirin.
mother.’ or his
inlet’s bellol‘
f".throoth suffering and exile lIl
’’"rrPliro to live the truth he
found.

Today’s Weather
’:
t ’I ,
0,
"’io.

,,screast, Hearing lie salmis skies priolletell
old 11 ir neekraart. High
.4
%%Hit
lin%
tonight
lot est ss Inds In- 3

’Ilan, the queen will be presenter’
oxith roses and a $25 gift certifiPeace.
of
series
final
the
of
One
cate from Nlosher’s. Iler two atgivbe
will
tests
placement
Corps
tendants will teceive $10 gift cer2::30,
a.m.,
10:30
at
1313
en today in
tificates from Mosher’s.
p.m., and 7:30 p.m.
be.
will
test
A final placement
14:34) ii.m.
given tiPITIOITOW
the post office building, First art,’
St. John Streets.
Craig Ward. Peace Corps director of public affairs, says he expects a total of 75 questionaires
to brs returned.
According to Ward. application,
submitted hy June graduates Will
lie processed immediately.
Ward say’s the first step in the
screening process is filling out to,
questionaire. Many students hack
out when they see the size and
complexity of the guestionaire.
"This is just the beginning of
t.he tough job of joining. being
selected. and working iti the Peace
Coi To ’’ said Ward.

the relationships between the college administration, the students
and eventually the college union
director.

PLAY OPENS TONIGHT

Today Last Day
To Buy Lyke Mag
Lyke sales. end today. John
Jaeger, the S.IS feature magazine
editor, said he "would like to see
copy of
more students purchase
what many experts consider the
best college magazine in the United States."
Tho 80-page spring iStitir includes cartoons. jokes, pictorial articles
and controversial stories.

SUMMER AND SMOKETennessee Williams’ play opens tonight in the College Theater at 8:15 for its five -night run.
Actors from left to right: Gretchen Greene, Kenneth Pitcher,
Martha Lee Ruggles, Steven Trinwith and Sandra Smith. Tickets
for the production may be obtained af the College Theater
Box Office at 50 cents for students. The play will be presented
April 10, 11, 15-18. Play is directed by Eugene Coy, assistant
in drama.

At

I onigni

Spar , sinits will award five too
phies tonight to four winninic
groups. In the past, the five trophies Were presented to five
groups.
Out of the four divisioits in the
singing competition sponsorial Iss
associated Women Students and
Inter - Fraternity Council, on e
receive MO aWilITIS. The
oroup
Men’s, Womenes
Mixrtl, and Production.
Trophies will he presented to
the best performing group in each
di,ision and a sweepstakes trophawill he awarded to the hest of
these four.
Fourteen groups from campus
housing centers will comPolc for
awards in San Jose Civic Auditorium at S this esenine
Performances will he !who’d hs
.
Frederick (*. Loadwick.
FrCli
professor of
!mi.-1,10am supervisor, ION IT; :out
tho
Dr. Hartley I). Snyder. head
\Iiisic Depart ment.
todge, will consider
direction. costume. blending .0
voices, dynamics. tone (plants. arrangement and originalits.. Awards
will he presented by Activities Adviser, Miss Roberta Bin-nett.
Tickets for the performance may
lie purchased at the Student Affairs Business (Mite or at the auditorium fog Jp.

*

*

*

3 Positions
indidates Get 3
Student Council
eis .1 \NE HOYT
adesied of rice of
e‘terti

%,tli

%II, 1,1,

1.14.111

ItIrer

.

. s S11 elections.
at tile 1.111111
2.2111 votes,
presidemrs oat. Bolo Pisottri
or Hie
sor. Jack Perkins. treasurer. 2.181: Bruce
otectilise off
I Frank Bard-les.
eandidates won seats on trtuiletit Council.
FI/1.1
oils elected to one lier third sear Oil !‘ltillefli 1101111rd
Mind.
bitt
and
Phillip.. .172.
Freed. 7iI/7:
I Chuck I er-. .1
tes r llllll ing for junior representatise could %sin seats on the
Council. Thes: are J .1. Fraser.
:178: Leslie Sears. :354: :Marty Stenrod. :IOW and Larrs- Fro-rario. :300.
i’t
ondidates svere Barb Pitch’ tick Nlederios. 217; Stes:e
1Oft, and Ras- Mirizzi. 1:12.
sear’s sophomore retireItiek
-- to Council will
;77. and Bill Clark. 380,
3,,ho will both serve their second
3.: :o on Council: Pam Manoseth.
ihn Bruckman. 386.
’
r:
were Claudia Denine sines behind
’.Ves Watkins, :156.
epresent a t IVC, Will
iitrit1
IN’ t-11
Lone candid, ite ionning tot one
of thr oa.
tia graduate repBoh Powers with
DrIggs received I::
-.for this office. and
JOHN HENDRICKS
:Oman. who declarN1 himself
... new vice president
- ean.’1,1
1,1. AS13 presis
- t o: r- the polls

5 Rumors
Inruh Plot

1.13%11) 131.1* MRITE-INS

Other write-ins tor graduate rep
-ere Paul loirnad. nine. and Res
Zimmerman. eioht.
FOCUS randirlates winning seats
:ire Stennid, Thind. and Miss
)(spits ..1 Caidorno. The
must Noe an an alteinaSine., ses:eral offices were untiger revealed that he opened opposed. many students joined the
nmaign headquarters in San write-in campaign. Write-in votes
Vednesday on W. San Carlos were only tabulated if thea exsots very optimistic about ceeded half the nurntyr ot votes
ances ,if defeating State Con- for the lowest candidate elected.
Alan Cranston and Senator according to Howard Blonsks.
erection board chairman.
in the June primars
Winning AWS el.ctions for the
e central issue in this cam rop srsd was Kathy Miller. unopposed with 1.047 soles. She will
be aided 13s- Marilyn Lincoln, first
..ice president: Sandy Marill, sec,nd s ice president: Andi Coffin,
-reretary. and Debby Zinunerman,
ocretars
Ann LiorlerOark and Sharron
Hedberg, unopposed. were elected
seats .3n AWst, yoljejoi
the IN\
When polls closed at 7.:30 last
night in the two-day elections,
eampaign hand-outs littering the
:awn were the onls: es ’donee of
he last-minute campaign fling.

PIERRE SALINGER
... visits Daily
paten." he declared "is %silo can
most effective’s: sell(’ th(‘ people’
of California."
The portls Salinger. a former
Iwo spaperman. expressed doubt
Itemiser:die primars
he
oe
%sedge Issoseen the
,emocrat lc C ,1 ncil
ind regular parts organizaHoed found the Cra with
o in Asilonnir in 1952." he
,
s ,onger expects the Demo. ,..: torts: to ’Indy behind their
Senatorial nominee in the NIWCITIher election.
Asked to name the major issues
in the national election. Salinger
listol lobs, civil rights. Medicare.
rind foreign pines Ile addisi that
he is "generally in lavor of the
l’iosident’s program

CANDIDATES COMMENT
\ ’war results WOIT kilOWR, 1111
candidates for the top two
.asil offices said they wished to
1 hank st talents for supporting them
and thea. looked forward to neso
"I IttOli (01-Walt’ to working with
the new college president next tall
and to the designing and planning
of the new college union." Pisani)
stated
am
Ilendricks c,immentest.
pleased with the liitmout and the
hjoh level oil which the rtunpaign
was conducted." Ile said he looks
t perorressi VP ilet inn in
f tray
athletic policy. tfas college union
and academie affairs
Briggs, who has served three
Vears as graduate representative
to Student Council, said he hoped
otidents would give the new offina much support as they had
qtV111
him.
"I hope St.alent Connell will he
able to accomplish all its stated
goals next year. 1 will do ttll 1
enn In help ’hem.. Briggs statist

The 1 -olunteer’s Motive -To Be A Do’er

R-SPART kla 10 111.1

’ aeln Nan:. ozr
to work with peopl,:. ts, cn,.,
le want, to v.ork with the win-tu-perom contact. to teaeh. to
II,
I
,,
to niotisate them to put apply his specific %kills. to gain An
;
,wark rasemed pre- . : ’ , praetice winse of the principle.; inter -cultural experience, to le.a’n
_al the Corn, ia pushing.
Jegree in ooiiii., ,
!and to further his own career.
aa
SK:flriCe in the Pejet Corp... Bash
niadful
Like most good PeaCC Corps
,. eses. will he an attraetise AV2:1 yolunteers, Hob is quite specifie
a.. 1
seemed 7.
o .1! .nsoneas eredentials. You have about what contributions he hope,
RUE th .7 T
r.
.
I vs the t
aertain amount or Jrne . to make and he is not at all shy
f stamina in order to stand up about what he expects in return
a o: --a,
Ai
:
1,..!zr the pressures which we t Ace. He aee, the Peace Corp; AS a
a real experiment in selt- ser%ice organization with A pri,-.,,,atedae
imarry tunetion of helpinst the les,
Nat ail of Boh’a colleague.; share tortunate.
There are Bob Stillwell.; ot ever
the wane or has altruistie out ...1. Some Volunteers in Nepal college and university in the counelo:where are not particularly try They all have ainular motivea
a-zerneJ with spreading democ- ! whieh allow them to make the tran
ar comhatting communism, sition from tour year: of books
,if.7
more intereated in travel- and collegiate social lite to aiding
ahraid and applying their people in A deseloping country.
,r to par: _
,
’.
They’ ore endowed SSA a cerakei an opportuas ....Iv It
. aro.: proa...
.. i, one agricultural worker put tain kind of enthusiasm. vigor and
.
.1.
arae Corn,
ta aientita with something big- serve. The) Ilse hy strong personal
IIIITSW o
114 1.!
consiction,: seeking to aerve othaer than we are ourselses.J 4- v vying n
’Tt! I
Bah has many of the qualities er, in the service of their country.
anderdesa
v,r
ay.!,
a the most succeasful kind of They have a desire to learn another
dzaae Corp, Volunteer. He is no culture in depth. They want to
!aanana in Eh:
Pon’ and
a id -eyed idealist. neither is he a I travel and to combine adventure
1114./tiVti A
(-1.)1131,
;blue
He is; both with education. They want to
-.agned praaanotiat
rhou,andla of :Meg.:
-za.-motivated ond socio-motisated. broaden their perspectives in a
daists to nemporarily pOiCT*31’.! ’’
aa, A strong ’whet’ in the Peace mature taahion. They want to chalITnerv tor voluntary aersaa: os::
better lenge their strength and ingenuity.
ras He want, to build
vlo
zhange the Ameriean And they were in the ahorus that
8011 irTIT.ea
a aomnoa.,: at , -rat and
’thousand, ar ysiung A^,erclis imiee By the sante token, he want, answered President Kennedy
wit.) win,: c.)
parnan
:rwher Mao remain detazhe
moarveri rhea: ,t no real
w.11,
aizre are hula :!.
Sam Fisk, a graduate of Columbia University, teaches ot ’ae Comme.
sa, 3,3
Vriunrez,, with cimIlor
cial School in Addis Ababa. As an entrocurriculor pro
frin..F. Int deaires Hz a an
other PCV’s have organized a recreation program fo bah,
ia
n des
;
lepers. Here Sam plays with one of his young acquaIrarae,
The United Staten; is not the only of plannina .ind training programa
41. !.1
:
t*,
international
ot
1962.
end
Ity
the
i Jt poweroa, n,
d country with a program to train
,Iunteers for work in the social volunteer program, were conaid77,,
a
a^..! economic development of ered important enough so that 43
’Tarps can r .. vintries in Latin An.erica. Attica. nations gathered in Puerto Rico la
.1,
relatioa,
diacus, the future of the idea. The..
!
A
ice aa
Pie 13 national volunteer pro- formed the International
pr
j-.. now underway vary in the Corps Secretariat to increase the
t
.. t’e tz
or as, azrnment support they supply of volunteer assistance avail
a’ .- characterized obi,: to the developing countries.
h!
The Secretariat has offices in
,z Noting people
’ daughter in
"Over DIS dead hod)."
Wahington.
iilaav
It,.
t
!,:, stese,,aula
That v.a. the reaetion or. one fighting exot
While the International Secre
The Canadian I_ na.asits! Serysl" ’
when hi, daughter expressed isolated fan’.
i
iahenina
.a
cc Overseas, tor instan.:::. is a pin- trait esmeentrate, on developing parent
Corps. tired and
. nely financed organization whieh toreign senate programs. it also a desire to join the Peace
A specia!
Dispelling tears and misconcepplaced 160 volunteers in sortie aasisti deseloping countries to form
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U.S. Reclamation Official To Speak
On ’Hydroelectric Power’ Tonight
William Keating. assistant ICgional supervisor with the Bureau
of Reclamation, will speak on ’’Hadroelectric Povaer" tonight at 7:30
E1-17 fol. the Institute of Electrical and F.:lectronic Engineers
(IEEE/.
The meeting will include a film.
"Generator Rewind." which shows
the replacing of windings in a

.

,f

large hydroelectric generator
the Shasta Power Plant.
Keating has been with the I
reau of Reclamation since his 1.
graduation from the University
:Missouri. He is said to be a,
sersed in all phases of hydro-ei
tric power generation and tra
mission. and in power marketand sales.
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